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We interact with apps every day. they’re not only for
entertainment, they help us do a variety of tasks. Programming
them requires thinking critically about small, progressive steps.
This process is demonstrated by making an app to solve Timmy’s
real-world responsibility of feeding his pet. Choices are made
at each programming stage, from planning, visual design, to
deciding on factors like weather and temperature. These all
create the potential outcomes of taking care of a digital pet.
While informative and well laid out, this is not a how-to-code
book. It can stand alone, but it functions best as part of the
larger collection of eight titles in the Kids Get Coding series. The
illustrations are in a basic computer animation style, drawing
attention to the textual content. Young readers may be drawn in
by Data Duck who appears on every spread. Various text bubbles
presented in different styles and fonts promote deeper learning
for the more interested reader, but they can also be skipped
over without affecting the integrity of the book’s message.
A no-frills website accompanies the text to provide related
activities, puzzles, games, and more extended learning options.
Interestingly, the subtitle for this book on a website is Develop
Helpful Apps, which is more accurate to the book content than
the printed title Programming Awesome Apps.
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